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Welcome to this months bulletin, hope you are
all keeping safe. If you have not had your first
inoculation yet, you will be eagerly waiting the
call. Whether your old or young make sure to
have the jab, when the shows start up again we
want everybody to be as safe as possible. It's
obviously not looking good still, reaching the
unimaginable figure of over 100,000 dead.
Many of us have given up on trying to predict
any possible end to this pandemic and a return
to normal. All I can say is fingers crossed, keep
staying safe and hopefully we will have a nice
spring like last year.
One of the most frequently asked questions
when beginners join the association is 'what
books do we recommend them to buy?' There
are so many books available some aimed at
beginners others aimed at more seasoned
enthusiasts, our list on the website contains
both. We would ask kindly if you could visit the
book section on the website, and if you can
personally recommend a book that is not
already listed, please email us an image of the
book cover with the relevant details. In the not
to distant future we intend to have a
membership vote on members favourite books
so in the future we can recommend a selection
of books for the beginners and the more
advanced. Hoping for your support, thank you
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Species: Chinese Elm (Ulmus parvifolia)
Origin: UK
Category: Shohin
Style: Informal upright, Moyogi
Height of Tree: 8" / 20cm
Potter: John Pitt
Stand: Doug Mudd
History: Owner bought the tree from a sales
table at a show 6/7 years ago, it was in a 4
inch plant pot and cost £40. There was lots
of unwanted shoots removed and the rest
where wired into place, it was fed and
pinched for the rest of that year.The
following year it went in it’s first pot, fed
and pinched for a further 2 years then it
was put in it’s present pot
 Date of picture: 4th Jan 21
**********************************

Chuhin Trees

 Species: Common Privet (Ligustrum
Vulgare)
 Origin: UK Origin Collected 2011
 Category: Chuhin
 Style: Free Style
 Height of Tree: 15inche s / 38cm
 Potter: Chinese Potter
 Stand: Taiwanese
 History: This privet was rescued
from a household skip in 2011 as a
stump, developed in a large training
container over many years and then
into its present pot in 2016. As the
years have gone by more and more
bark has died off, requiring
regular on going carving. This tree
has a very strange shape and I find it
impossible to put it into any
traditional style category other than
free style. I have shown this tree at
several shows over the years and
people's opinions are very divided on
it, but here it is for the first time in
its winter image.
 Date of picture: 15Jan21
**********************************

Virtual UK Bonsai Show
After sending out certificates to the winning
exhibitors in last year virtual show, we received
several emails from members asking can we
have the owner's names printed with the trees.
In keeping with membership requests and
keeping everybody happy, we will in future give
all exhibitors the option, after the show has
finished, to have their names published or to
stay anonymous, the choice is yours.
We are now open for entries, don't be shy,
check out website
www.ukbonsaiassoc.org
- Events
- Virtual UK Bonsai Shows
- 2nd Virtual UK Bonsai Show 2021
for full entry guidelines.
thank you!
**********************************
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Species: Common Hawthorn (Crataegus
monogyna)
Origin: UK
Category: Chuhin
Style: Windswept
Height of Tree: 19.7" / 50cm
Potter: Erin
Stand: Robin Hereward-isaac
History: This tree has been developed from
young material collected in 2003 from
rough ground near some allotments in
London.
Date of picture: 10 Jan 2021
**********************************
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Species: Scots Pine (Pinus Sylvestris)
Origin: UK Origin
Category: Chuhin
Style: Semi-Cascade
Height of Tree: 16inches / 39cm
Potter: Chinese Potter
Stand: Home made
History: This Scots Pine was
obtained from an old member of
Surrey Heath Bonsai Society in 2010.
The original pot was damaged, so it
was re-potted into the present
Chinese pot and wired many times
over many years.
 Date of picture: 15Jan21
**********************************
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Shohin Pots

Bonsai Event Reports
The following report is available for
viewing on the UKBA website.
- www.ukbonsaiassoc.org
- Reports & Gallery
- Bonsai show abroad
8-10Jan21
46th Gafuten Shohin Bonsai Show
Simon Roberts virtual entry
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Category: Shohin pot
Colour: Green
Measure: 13cm x 10cm x 3cm
Note: This glaze in made from wood ash
which will include a tiny percentage of the
clippings of maker's bonsai trees! Made in
Jan 2021
 Date of picture: 24 Jan 2021
**********************************
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 Category: Chuhin pot
 Colour: Grey
 Measure: 16.5 square x 19 cm
 Note: Made in Mar 20190
 Date of picture: Mar 2019
**********************************

Bonsai Events
21PS007






Category: Shohin pot
Colour: Blue
Measure: 20cm x 13cm x 3.5cm
Note: Made in Jan 2021
Date of picture: 24 Jan 2021

14Feb21 (Cancelled on 21Oct20)
Swindon Bonsai Society Winter Image Show
Stratton Leisure Centre, Grange Drive,
Stratton St Margaret, Swindon,
Wiltshire. SN3 4JY.
Adm: £5. Times: 1000-1600.hrs.
Contact: Paul Bowerbank 07982.401103
Email: paulbowerbank@lineone.net
www.swindon-bonsai.co.uk

**********************************

Chuhin Pot

21PC001
 Category: Chuhin pot
 Colour: light grey
 Measure: 25 x 19 x 7.5 cm
 Note: rectangle with rounded
corners,Made in Jan 2020
 Date of picture: Feb 2020
**********************************
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 Category: Chuhin pot
 Colour: Light Brown
 Measure: 25 x 19 x 7.5 cm
 Note: rectangle with rounded corners
Made in Jan 2020
 Date of picture: Feb 2020
**********************************

20&21Feb21 (Virtual Show Only)
Trophy Bonsai Show,
Genk, Belgium
online demonstrations by
Koji Hiramatsu from Japan
Bjorn Bjorholm from the US
Pjtor Czerniachowski from Poland
Andres AlvarezIglesias
Video's from Danny Use
And lots more.
www.bonsaiassociation.be/trophy
26Feb21 (Cancelled on 22Oct20)
Solent Bonsai Society Winter Show
Wallington Village Hall, Fareham,
Hampshire. PO16 8ST.
Adm: Free. Times:1900-2100.hrs
Contact: Keith Hartley 02392.640985
email: kb.hartley@ntlworld.com
website: solentbonsai.co.uk
Unfortunately no events scheduled in Feb21.
We completely understand that many shows
are currently cancelled or on hold. Keeping the
date of a show provisionally marked on the
events dairy gives everybody a clear indication
of your intentions to hold a show on a
particular date when we come out of this
pandemic. Please check out UKBA website
www.ukbonsaiassoc.org
- events
- UK Events Diary
for the most up to date information on shows.
**********************************
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Club Speaker Nights
TWickenham Bonsai Society
Chairman Tony Ulatowski extends an
open invite to anyone who wants to join
in the following club zoom meetings, all
you have to do is email him and he will
confirm the details to you. Email:
tony@tonyultaowski.com
4Feb21
Ian Warhurst talking about Privet
11Feb21
Club discussion night on Yamadori
18Feb21
Andy Hardman talking on tree biology
25Feb21
Club discussion night on air-layering
***
As and when you arrange a speaker for a
physical or zoom meeting and you want
to increase the audience, please advise us
and we can advertise your night.
**********************************

Notice Board
UKBA Membership
Thanking you for your support, today
1Feb21 UKBA membership stands at a
total of 1422, expanding daily.
21Mar21 (Cancelled on 20Jan21)
Bonsai Car Boot Sale (& FOBBs AGM)
Birmingham Botanical Gardens,
Westbourne Road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham. B15 3TR.
Adm: FREE 0800-1200.hrs
Contact: Kim Turton 01543.685600
Email: turtonkim@hotmail.co
May21 (Postponed on 26Jan21)
Chelsea Flower Show
19-23May20
FOBBs Bonsai Display
Chelsea Flower Show
Royal Hospital Chelsea,
London. SW3 4SR.
Contact: Tony McKenzie 07837.577680
Email: am.pm@talk21.com
Originally this event was due to happen
in May21, unfortunately along came the
covid pandemic and this has forced
organisers to postpone until 21-26Sep21.
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14-17Oct21 (Postponed on 23Jan21)
9th World Bonsai Convention
Perth, Australia.
Originally this event was due to happen in 2020,
unfortunately along came the covid pandemic
and the convention was re-scheduled for 1417Oct21. This now has to be re-scheduled again
to Oct22, exact dates not known at the moment,
will advise when none.
Harry Harrington Goes French
Back in Nov21 bulletin we advised on the
launch of Harry's book Foundations Of Bonsai
2nd edition. Following the great success of this
book a French language edition has been
launched and will be available in Mar21. Preorder now if you would like a copy. Contact
www.esprit-bonsai.com
Nebari TV latest interview
This month Nebari TV interviews Bonsai
expert Ryan Neil of Mirai Bonsai, click the link
below for more info.

https://youtu.be/ROCO_od9c2w
Also be sure to follow Nebari TV on
Instagram at

https://instagram.com/nebaritv
And you can also connect with Nebari TV on
Facebook at

https://m.facebook.com/NebariTV/
Beech Tree Fungus In Europe
The fungal pathogen named Petrakia Hoibae
has lain fairly unnoticed in Europe for over a
decade. First signs of it were discovered in
Switzerland in 2008, but it can now be found all
over Europe.
The disease has not yet been found in the UK,
but there are fears that imported trees may
spread the fungus to our own native beech, as
has happened with other diseases impacting
elm, ash and oak. People have been urged to
keep an eye out for any signs of the disease,
which would be brown, irregular leaf spots with
sharp dark borders on the leaves.
International Bonsai Magazine
The American bonsai magazine first published
back in 1979 as a hard copy has unfortunately
after a 162 quarterly issues sadly come to an
end. As with many things these days, the
pressures of publishing a physical magazine are
very challenging, as against a virtual online
presence. William Valavanis, the editor,
has therefore taken the magazine online. The
new title being International Bonsai Online it
will continue to be the first and only
professional bonsai magazine published in
America. The good news is this virtual
magazine published on a bi-monthly basis, paid
for by the advertisers, will be available to us in
the UK free of charge, all you need do is
subscribe. Please visit there website
www.internationalbonsaionline
Bonsai Focus 2021 Jan/Feb 168/191
Contact:www.bonsaifocus.com
Latest edition highlighting:
Elsa Boudouri of Greece styles a Juniper.
Bartoz Warwas of Poland good planning is the
vital key to bonsai success.
Fujikake Yuzan of Japan master of handpainted pots.
Martin Nielsen of Denmark story of an Elm.

Masahiko Kimura of Japan challenged by a
huge yew.
Mike Lane of United States an exploration of
Premna.
Yukio Hirose of Japan looks at the many
options for displaying medium-sized trees.
Valter Giuliano of Italy his bonsai passion.
Harumi Ishii of Japan getting the most from
your trees by making corrections for the future.
Hiroki Miura of Japan creates group plantings.
**********************************

Monthly Tasks
Below is a list of bonsai tasks to be carried out
during the month of February, it must be
adapted to your localised conditions and is
meant only as a general advisory list of tasks
for the bonsai enthusiast.

Bonsai in February
February in the Northern Hemisphere is still
classed as winter and it is a difficult month to
predict the weather especially as the mild then
cold conditions seem to be prevailing.
Watering
Your bonsai trees will still need watering but
not as often as their growth rate has slowed
right down so their water uptake has also
slowed down.
At this time of year if your trees are still outside,
they will be getting watered naturally by the
rainfall, morning dew and melting frosts.
However, monitor the moisture level to ensure
your bonsai trees are not water logged as this
can cause roots to rot.
If your bonsai trees are under cover check daily
and water if required to keep the soil damp /
moist but not soaking wet.
Any bonsai being kept indoors should be
watered daily if required as they will be loosing
moisture due to the higher temperatures inside
drying out the soil and the tropical species still
tend to grow during the winter period inside.
Ideal time to water is in the morning to allow
the water time to dissipate and to reduce the
surface water should the temperature cool
down overnight or there is a frost.
Re-potting
This is for most bonsai enthusiasts the key
repotting month, which can then go on into
March as the broadleaved trees are generally
dormant and have yet to start pushing new
growth.
If the weather is mild repotting can be
undertaken but avoid early repotting if you
have no protection for the tree like a cold frame
or green house if frosts are likely.
Otherwise prepare for repotting by checking
soil supplies and also that if you are looking to
change the pot that you have the correct pot
size to repot into.
Evergreen trees should be repotted in later
months as opposed to February.
Feeding
Generally feeding in February is not required
as broadleaves trees are dormant.
Conifers or evergreens have slowed down on
growth during this period but you could still
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apply a light feed that is a low nitrogen
or nitrogen free fertiliser.
However, continue to lightly feed
tropical trees that are kept indoors if
they are still showing signs of growth to
sustain them during this period.
Pruning
This is a great time of year to review
your bonsai trees and check the
structural image of the tree as well as the
tracery and branch placement.
Broadleaved trees are especially easy as
they have for most species lost their
leaves and are dormant. You can remove
unwanted structural branches on
broadleaved trees but remember to cover
the wounds with wound paste or sealant
as the trees are dormant and will not be
able to respond to the pruning as
effectively. Otherwise just mark the
branch(es) to remove and wait till the
Spring to then remove them.
Trimming
This is not required to either
broadleaved or coniferous trees in
February. However, you may still need
to trim the new shoots off tropical trees
that are growing indoors to control the
growth and develop ramification.
Root pruning
Carry out root pruning if you do start to
re-pot now as part of the re-potting
process and check for soil borne pests,
root rot and other root problems and
address if any issues are found.
Insects and pests
Continue to check your bonsai trees over
fully for pests, insects and diseases as
some insects can over winter on or in
your trees like red spider mite, scale
insect and if you have not applied a
winter pesticide or removed unwanted
pests before now it is a chance to do so.
Pests are also likely if the weather is mild
so worth checking to avoid
disappointment in the spring when buds
or leaves fail to flush due to pest attack.
Moss and weed control
Hopefully you carried out pre winter
preparation and addressed any weed and
moss issues particularly around the
trunks of bonsai trees prior to winter. If
not this is again a good time to remove
moss and weeds to clear the surface of
the soil for improved moisture movement
as well as prevent bark rot from wet
moss. You can use a range of techniques
including a diluted vinegar application
on the bark which you apply and then
around a week of two later the moss
removes more easily with a light brush
action (tooth brush works well).
Wiring
If wire is present on your bonsai tree
check whether it is still serving a purpose
and is taught and not digging into the
bark causing wire marks and re-set if
necessary or tighten. Application of new
wiring can be applied to broadleaved
trees during February if required.
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Protection
Continue to maintain winter protection in
whatever form you use and check your trees
daily for effects of frost or snow.
Assessment
This is also a good time to photograph your
bonsai trees and update their records for repotting timings, feeding regimes, soil type etc as
it is sometimes hard to keep track of what you
do for each tree when you start increasing your
collection. Keeping a photographic record does
come in very useful over the years to see the
trees development and your progress.

Bristol Bonsai Society (2)
Image supplied by Dan Barton
*****
Piete Loubser
Understanding Bonsai
Published: 1993
ISBN: 1412058953
Image supplied by Colin Light

Grafting trees
This is the ideal time to start grafting Pines and
Evergreens.
Sowing Seeds
If you plan to start sowing seeds in spring, then
it is an ideal month to start the preparation of
the seeds subject to their stratification
requirements as some need up to 6 to 8 weeks of
stratification prior to sowing.
Collecting / Lifting trees
This is an ideal time to lift trees out of raised
beds or collect trees from the wild (only from
approved sites though). The majority of tree
species are dormant during winter so from
October through to March is the ideal lifting
time period.
**********************************

Collectables
Pin Badges
Please check out the pin badge section under
collectables on the website, if you have any
badges we have not listed, please send us an
image of the badge and we will add it to the
section. Thank you
This month we are highlighting pin badges
from United Kingdom, see website for more
badges.
***********************************

United Kingdom Badges

***********************************

Feb 2021 Quiz
Federation of British Bonsai Societies
Image supplied by David Cheshire
**********************************

Books
The book section on the website can be found in
the knowledge section
www.ukbonsaiassoc.org
Knowledge
Books
we have nearly sixty books listed and ask kindly
if you can recommend a book, old or new and
we don't have it listed on the website, please
email us at ukbonsaiassociation@gmail.com
with







an image
the title of the book,
the authors name,
the date published,
the ISBN (International Standard Book
Number) and of course can we use
 your name or do you want to be
anonymous?
*****

QUIZ SUMMING UP
Four bonsai friends decide to try and
style some nursery stock. They all visit
the same garden centre (socially
distanced of course).
Helen buys 2 pines and 2 junipers for
£80
Harry buys 2 rowan, 1pine and 1spruce
for £26
Harriet buys 1 pine, 1juniper, 1 rowan
and 1 spruce for £52
Henry buys 2 rowan and 2 junipers for
£76
Work out how much each tree costs.
(Hint - convert to maths equation).
*****

Answers of Jan 21 Quiz
Answers
Adrian – 4 - Linda
Terry – 3 - Rose
Mike – 2 - Jane
Ken – 1 – Helen
*****

Answers of Dec 2020 Quiz

Satsuki Azalea Society
Image supplied by Jim Gould
*****
Larry Morton Ft Walter Pall
Modern Bonsai Practise
Published: 2016
ISBN: 9780692521397
Image supplied by Mark Moreland

For bulletin queries: 07850.771201
markmoreland@live.co.uk

UK Bonsai Association
www.ukbonsaiassoc.org
ukbonsaiassociation@gmail.com

*****
British Suiseki Club
Image supplied by Amnon Paldi
*****
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